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This article is in the form of an article review. The structure that needs to be considered in a review article is ICRED, namely introduction, claim, reason, evidence, and discussion.

This article does not contain the things in question. In the introduction section, for example, there is a claim but there is no reason information explaining the evidence for the claim, such as the erroneous views of some scientists regarding the issues highlighted by the authors.

In the evidence section, the authors do not provide accurate examples that have become common knowledge about the dangers of intellectualism without humanism. The writers can present one or two examples of the tragedy of knowledge that has been known to the general public and this has indeed occurred as a result of intellect minus humanity. Use this case example as your basis for discussing a solution to solve the problem of intellectual catastrophe, so that scientists around the world believe that your views can be used as an alternative to solving intellectual catastrophes.

Furthermore, the number of references used is very less to make a review article. You read at least 50 references to strengthen your focus on this issue. An insufficient number of references will impact your weak highlights, thereby not convincing readers.